Barely Behaving (Mills & Boon Temptation) (Sensual Romance)

The moment veterinarian Niall Fortson
spies Tammy Cooper sunbathing in the
nude, he knows his new neighbor is
naughty and a knockout! With a bad
reputation and a bad attitude, Tammy has
trouble written all over her. And though
Niall isnt looking for a scandal, he cant
resist her.Luckily Tammy has a solution to
cure them of their mutual case of lust a
two-week secret affair.Tammy soon
realizes the boy next door is almost more
man than she can handle. And shes
enjoying handling hima little too much.
After all, someone with her track record is
all wrong for a guy dreaming of white
picket fences. Still, Nialls determined to be
more to Tammy than just a boy toy. And
with the way he makes her feel, Tammys
inclined to let him convince her.
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